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何より急速に高出力化が進んでいる波長 450 nm 付近の青色半導体レーザによって直接
励起が可能であることから，可視レーザ材料として注目されている． 
本研究では，青色半導体レーザ直接励起による Pr3+添加 LiYF4 (YLF)レーザの高出力動
作を実現し，出力拡張を制限する要因及び更なる高出力化可能性を明確化する．また，
新たな可視域における可飽和吸収体として遷移金属添加酸化物結晶の特性を実験的に評










第 5章では，Cr4+及び Co2+添加可飽和吸収体を用いた Pr3+:YLFレーザの受動 Qスイッ
チ実験について述べた． 
第 6章では，共振器内第二高調波による連続波，受動 Qスイッチ紫外レーザの発振実
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Thesis Summary 
Recent invention of gallium nitride (GaN)-based blue emitting laser diodes opened the way to 
realize efficient visible solid-state lasers. Among trivalent rare earth ions, praseodymium has been 
recognized as one of the most successful active ions, due to its four-level nature of visible 
transitions, large emission cross sections, and accessibility to its pump wavelength by high power 
blue LDs emitting around 450 nm. This work focuses on continuous-wave and passively Q-
switching visibly emitting Pr3+-doped LiYF4 (YLF) lasers. The laser experiments for power scaling 
were performed to clarify limitations and further scalability of the diode-pumped Pr3+:YLF visible 
lasers. Saturable absorption properties of a variety of transition-metal-doped oxide crystals were 
experimentally investigated, and applied for passive Q-switching of Pr3+:YLF visible lasers. The 
passively Q-switched lasers were analyzed with numerical models based on rate equations. The 
continuous-wave and passively Q-switched Pr3+:YLF visible lasers were extended to the ultraviolet 
spectral region by means of second and third harmonic generation. 
Chapter 1 describes the background and objective of this study. 
Chapter 2 deals with the theoretical background of spectroscopy and laser physics used in this 
study. 
Chapter 3 describes power scaling of direct-diode-pumped Pr3+:YLF visible lasers in continuous-
wave operation. Limitations and implications for further power scaling are discussed. The detailed 
characterization of the pump sources and the Pr3+-doped YLF crystal is also presented.  
Chapter 4 is devoted to the experimental characterization of various transition-metal-doped 
solid-state saturable absorbers. Tetravalent chromium (Cr4+)- and divalent cobalt (Co2+)-doped 
oxide crystals were mainly focused on, and their parameters determining saturable absorption 
action were determined. 
Chapter 5 presents the experimental demonstration of passively Q-switched Pr3+:YLF laser with 
Cr4+- and Co2+-doped saturable absorbers. 
Chapter 6 describes intracavity frequency doubling of the continuous-wave and passively Q-
switched Pr3+:YLF laser emitting at 320 nm and the third harmonic 213-nm deep ultraviolet pulse 
generation by utilizing an actively Q-switched Pr3+:YLF laser at 640 nm. For the third harmonic 
generation, an optically active quartz crystal was used for polarization rotation to achieve 
successive Type-I phase matching. 
Chapter 7 summarizes the results and implications obtained in this study, and concludes the 
thesis. 
 
